2020 leadership donors

GIVING SOCIETY MEMBERS*

The following individuals have supported Emerge with multi-year commitments of $1,000 or more. These donors have been loyal supporters of Emerge and have played a significant role in strengthening our operations and enabling the launch of new programs and services.

Visionaries: Gifts of $20,000 or more
Rachel Rohr
John G. Turner and Jerry G. Fischer

Monarch Circle: Gifts of $10,000 to $19,999
The Andreeff Foundation
Beryl Smith
Irene W. and C.B. Pennington Foundation
Triad Electric and Controls, A Newton Group Company
Mary Lee and Bill Dixon,
   In memory of Dee Dee and Kevin Reilly

Champions of Change: Gifts of $2,500 to $4,999
Dr. Johnnie Hunt and Dr. Michael Bond
LUBA Workers’ Comp
Kacy and Arthur Scanlan
Valerie and Todd Schexnayder
Katy and Howard Sinor

Wings of Hope: Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999
Victoria and Tony Boagni
Mary Kay and Terrell Brown
Drs. Charlotte and Jay Hollman
Luke and Kathryn Kissam
The Lipsey Family:
   - Laurie Aronson
   - Richard and Susan Lipsey
   - Wendy Lipsey
Yvette and Will Owens
Paul and Alaina Saltaformaggio
Melissa and Lenny Samuel
Katie and Erich Sternberg
Deanna and Kenneth Whittle

In memory of Dee Dee and Kevin Reilly

Innovation Partners: Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499
Anonymous
Ava and Cordell Haymon
Emily and Brad Boudreaux
Julie and James Chappell
Patty and Mike DePaul
Marcelle and Robert Drumm
Beverly and Justin Haydel
Shelton and Ted Jones
Drs. Catherine and Kevin Katzenmeyer
Natalee and Dax Menge
Maureen Oge
Wanda and Jean-Paul Perrault
Meg and Phil Sprunger
Colleen and Stephen Waguespack
Dr. Eric and Audrey Wascome

THE EMERGE SCHOOL FOR AUTISM GROWTH CAMPAIGN*

In May 2020, construction was completed on The Emerge School located adjacent to The Emerge Center. We are deeply grateful to generous supporters who have invested in the School, which is a significant expansion of our work.

$1,000,000
Matt and Sherri McKay - Allstar Automotive Group

$200,000
The Charles Lamar Family Foundation
The Huey and Angelina Wilson Foundation

$100,000
EXCEL
John G. Turner and Jerry G. Fischer
The Milford Wampold Support Foundation

$50,000
The Boo Grigsby Foundation
The Irene W. and C.B. Pennington Foundation
Katie and Erich Sternberg

Under $50,000
Anonymous
Capital Area United Way
ForeKids Foundation
Donna and Hans Sternberg
Junior League of Baton Rouge
The McDaniel Family
Raising Cane’s Chicken Fingers
Rocketkidz Foundation
Union Pacific Foundation
The William Edwin Montan Trust
Wells Fargo

*Pledges and donations received as of December 31, 2020
Community investment in Emerge ensures we can continue to expand our impact and meet the growing needs of families - not only for those in our care now, but also for the generations to come. The list below includes donors who have made gifts to The Emerge Center and/or The Emerge School for Autism.

We have made every effort to include all donors from January 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020. Donation amounts include cumulative giving. If you feel there is an error, please contact us at giving@emergela.org.

### INDIVIDUAL DONORS

#### $25,000 and above
- Terrell and Mary Kay Brown
- Rachel Rohr
- Erich and Katie Sternberg*
- John G. Turner and Jerry G. Fischer

#### $10,000 to $24,999
- Bill and Mary Lee Dixon
- Kay and Thomas Lozick*
- Kevin and Winifred Reilly
- Beryl Smith

#### $5,000 to $9,999
- Riley Blanchet*
- Tony and Victoria Boagni
- Drs. Jay and Charlotte Hollman
- Dan Huffman and Janna Oetting
- Matthew and Melissa Juneau
- Luke and Kathryn Kissam
- Jolie and Brent LeBlanc*
- Will and Yvette Owens
- Sergio Penalozoa
- Sean Reilly and Jennifer Eplett Reilly
- Paul and Alaina Saltaformaggio
- Lenny and Melissa Samuel
- Arthur and Kacy Scanlan
- William Thies
- Charles Valluzzo
- Kenneth and Deanna Whittle

#### $2,500 to $4,999
- Dr. Mike Bond and Dr. Johnnie Hunt
- Will and Lisa Clark
- Mary Terrell Joseph
- Peyton and Jennifer Murphy
- Todd and Valerie Schexnayder
- Corky and Lindsay Smith*
- Andy and Theresa St. Romain*
- Drew and Sacha Tessier*
- Chris and Krista Valluzzo
- Stephen and Colleen Waguespack*

#### $1,000 to $2,499
- Anonymous
- Chris Allen and Sarah Olcott Allen*
- Thurston and Allie Allen
- David and Katie Alligood
- Stephen and Jessica Babcock
- Barbara Beckmann
- Jude Bernhard
- Stan and Diane Bienasz
- Frederic and Susan Billings
- Dr. Emily Olinde Boudreaux and Mr. Brad Boudreaux
- Daniel and Leigh Bozard
- Scott Brady
- Steve and Belinda Cangelosi
- James and Julie Chappell
- Beverly Coates
- Jack and Susan Dampf
- Bobby and Cindy DeAngelo
- Keith and Laurie Decell
- Michael and Patty DePaul
- Robert and Marcelle Drumm
- Parker and Mandy Ewing
- Johnny and Rose Marie Fife
- Todd and Stephanie Foust
- Justin and Beverly Haydel
- Cordell and Ava Haymon
- Jim and Katherine Inzer
- Nathan and Rachel Irby
- Ted and Shelton Jones
- Dan and Carla Jumonville
- Drs. Catherine and Kevin Katzenmeyer
- Jeffrey S. Kearns
- Chris and Anne McCanless
- Rolfe and Teeta McCollister
- Dax and Natalee Menge
- Juanita Metz
- Jim and Adrienne Moore
- Jeff and Jane Morton
- Stephen and Andrea Mumford
- Thompson and Andrea Murray*
- Maureen Oge
- Nial Patel
- Jean-Paul and Wanda Perrault

*includes soft credit
$1,000 to $2,499, cont.
Kenny and Camille Robison
Michael and Jan Ross*
Donna Saurage
Smokey and Becky Scanlan
Edward Shobe
Simmons Railroad Group
Dennis Simoneaux
Stacie Singletary
Patricia Sklar
Jonathan and Michelle Smith
Nick and Abbie Speyrer
Phil and Meg Sprunger
Mark and Brooke Staley
Stan and Anna Stolzenthaler
Daniel Strecker
Eric Troutman and Kelli Bondy Troutman
Mark and Erin Verinder
Kenny Wilkinson
Michael and Jamie Wong
Benjamin and Paige Wormser

$500 to $999
Anonymous
Hannah Amoroso
Robert and Fran Bayham
Scott and Leslie Berg
Robert and Terri Bernard
Ricky Bishop
Melissa Gregg Blake
Mike and Tricia Blanchard
Marvin and Susan Borgmeyer*
Daniel and Katie Brown
Steven and Katie Cheatham
Charlie Cusimano and Vicki Crochet
Chad and Amy David
Baron and Lindsey Davis
Kay and Norman Deumite
Christopher and Madison DeWitt
Danielle Doll
Brad and Amy Dutruch
Jim and Missy Epperson
Jimmy and Zelma Frederick
Brett and Renee Furr
Terrence Ginn
Rudy Guichard
Brian and Barbara Haymon
Hunter and Lindley Hines
Jeane Anderson
Zed and Rachel Howell
Tim Hutchinson

Karen Jones
Byron and Susan Kantrow
Holli Keller
Berta Anderson
John and Bonnie Leerkes
Carol Anderson
Sunny and McCall McDaniel
Daniel Megison
Lucas and Renee Mixon
Charles Owen
Gerald and Janice Pellar
Joseph and Anna Perrault
Bob Pettit Jr.
Erin and Robert Piper
A.B. Puckett
Kathy Anderson
Gray and Suzanne Sexton
Erik and Brooke Showalter
Brandon and Nicole Stockstill
Shawn and Jennifer Usher
Eric and Audrey Wascome
Sylvia Winder

$250 to $499
Anonymous
Verge and Cheri Ausberry
Jennifer Bassett
Melanie Bayham
Glyn and Paula Bergeron
Doug and Janet Black
Charles and Marci Blaize
Cline Blanchard
Kevin and Sarah Brunet
Mary Helen Burns
Michelle Carriere
Josselin and Aaron Carter
Patricia and Taylor Casey
Damein Clements
Camille Coates
Cathy Coates
Ray Cobb
Bernardo and Lacey Corripio
Paul and Stacy Dampf
William and Melissa Devillier
Shannon Fairchild
Paul and Candi Ferachi
Kelly Field
Representative and Mrs. Franklin Foil
Rick Froton
Billy and Allison Guste
Tyrane Hardy

*includes soft credit
$250 to $499, cont.
Cynthia and Dean Harvey
Edward and Patricia Henderson
Daniel Hotard
Jessica Houte
Steven and Laura Houte
Kim Humphreys
Daniel and Jayne Jason
Holden and Christie Jewell
Jack and Joette Kenaley
Dr. Kay Kirkpatrick
Kris Kirkpatrick
Kevin and Debra Knobloch
Joseph and Monica Landry
Holly and Mark Laperouse
Melissa Leblanc and Jason Hale
Marty and Veronica Lemoine
Lisa Manning
Omar Manriquez
Shan and RT McDaniel
Laura Owen
Namisha Patel and Vishal Vasanji
Skip and Colleen Philips
Lori Pilley
Nicholas Prather
Sheryl and Michael Ranatza
Dave Roberts
Donna and Kent Robicheaux
George Schwartzenburg
Rome and Diamond Sherrod
Nicole Sicomo
Jeff Smith
Jimmy Smith
Monica Spustek
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur and Jeanne Tribou
Justin Truong
Judy Waguespack
Gary Walker
Michael Walsh
Brad Watts
Angela and William White
Courtney Whittle
John and Adele Wormser

Jennifer Alford
Cassandra Allain
Marvin Alleman
Chelsea Allen
Devin Allen
Jeffrey Allen
Bill and Susan Alligood
Elmo Altazan
Mirian Alvarado
Lawrence Alwood
Alyse Amond
Kristen Amond and Nancia Sterling
Larry Andermann
Byron Anderson
Carol Anderson
Seth Andre
Ronald Andrews
Tony Andrews
Brenton and Addie Andrus
Henry and Bernice Arbeneaux
Katelyn Atwood
William Aucoin
Ashley Austin
Joseph Averett
Erin Ayme
Tia Ayo
Duane Babin
Darin Baillio
Marsha and James Baker
Nina Baker
Jeff Baldwin
Maya and Leo Banks
Jordan Barbay
Nicholas Barber
Randy Barras
Peter and Lauren Barrios
John and Sissy Bateman
Broderick Battley
Julie and Joey Belk
Christian Bell
Heather Bellanger
Abby Bellard
Katie Bellolo
Mary Bennett
Teresa Benton
Bryan Bergeron
Jaida and Ritney Bergeron
Sam Bergeron
Steve Bergeron
Victoria Bergeron
Justin Berman
Matt and Marcy Bernard

Under $250
Anonymous
Jeff Abbott
Simon Abbott
Karl Acosta
Darrell Adams
Kelsey Albert
Under $250, cont.

Carmen Berry
Henry Berthelot
Riley and Suzanne Berthelot
Lakeia Bibbins
Jerrilyn Bickham
Michael and Tonya Bird
Seth Blanchard
Jalisa Blanes
Valerie and Dennis Blunt
Jenny and Blaine Bonaventure
Kathleen Bonaventure
Randy and Carol Bonnecaze
Kelly Bourgeois
Tanya Bourgoyne
Nicole Bourque
Gerri and Kyle Bove
Metabell Bowser
Robert and Linda Bowsher
Bryant Bradford
Paula Bradley
Monica and Henry Bradsher
Uvonne Brewer
Taylor Brian
Annie Brock
Evelyn Brown
Georgia Brown
Linda Brown
LaBria Brumfield
Clay Brunet
Deborah Brunet
Kennan Bruser
Mike Buchanan
Kayla Buchardt
Carole and Kevin Bucknum
Ly Bui
Dr. Harry and Eugenie Burglass
Christie Burns
Gabrielle Burns
John Burns
Justiss Burns
Kristi Bushnell
Dr. Doze Butler
Annabelle Callahan
Jennifer Campbell
Lisa Campbell
Brandon Canella
Vic Canella
Kim Canezaro
Brittney Cappiello
Joseph and Lane Capps
Joshua Carbo
Rafael Cardon
Barbara Carey
Brian Carmouche
John Carmouche
John and Carolyn Carnahan
Wanda and Chris Carrier
Darrell and Hope Carroll
Henry Carrouth
Paul and Diane Casebonne
Elizabeth Casey
Karen Cassidy
Dean and Mary Jo Chaisson
Troy Chamblis
Cory and Dawn Champagne
Jimmy and Tammy Charbonnet
Tristi Charpentier
Emily Chenier
Layne Chicola
Sophia Chua Rubenfeld
Kamryn Cicero
John and Meredith Clark
Maggie Clark
Shirlon Clay
Staci Clement
Brandon Collins
Myron Collins
Shamita Collins
Codie Cook
Chelsea Coon
Kristen Coppock
Dantin Corbert
Melissa Cougle
Nancy Courville
Joan Covert
Casey and Nikki Crawford
Nancy Crawford
Benjamin Creel
Amanda Crupp
Jessica Cuba
Brandon Daboval
Rocky and Julie Daboval
Thomas Dalessio
Corey Dalgo
Robert and Courtney Dampf
Betty Dang
Jackielyn Daniels
Kasey Daniels
Lashonda Daniels
Dr. and Mrs. Nicholas Danna III
Nicholas and Julie Danna IV
Jeannie Darling
Linda and John Davies
Under $250, cont.

Angela Davis
Matthew Davis
Nicole Davis
Justin Day
Valerie DeBossier
Joey Decuir
Stephen Dedyo
Amy Dees
Taylor and Melissa DeGeneres
James and Cherie Delacerda
Beth Delahoussey
Brian Delf
Katherine Delfino
Rachel Dellucci
Nicole Demoss
Brittany Dempsey
Ryan Denham
Jerry Denicola
Chad Derouen
Jason Desselle
James and Jeanette DeVillier
Jodi and Justin Devore
Katherine Diaz
David Dietz
Harris Dillon
Karen Dillon
Tanya Dillon
Wesley Dion
Krystal Dispensire
Doug Doescher
Fabiana Domingues and Cleidimilson Medeiros
Crystal Donovan
James and Esther Douglas
Kathryn Douglas
Madison Douglass
Stuart and Erin Douglass
Ellen Ducote
Shawn Ducote
Tyler Eason
Kenneth Edmond
Joyce Edwards
Bridger and Merrill Faye Eglin
Kenneth Eiswirth
Trinity Ellington
Michele Ellis
Morel Elmer
Grant Eloi
Patrick and Nina English
Megan Erickson
Betti Erin
James Ernst
Phillip Espinoza
Skye Eustis
Jimmy Fabre
B.E.B.E. Facundus
John Fairchild
Janet FaKouri
Jenny Fakouri
Jan Falc
Kalie Fick
Bryan Ficklin
Cassandra Filmore Turner
Libby Fisackerly
Ronald Fitzmorris
Frank and Judy Foil
Kylie Foley
Chet Folkes
Michele Forbes
Danny Foret
Matt Francis
Cynthia Franklin
Monique and Perry Franklin
Kenny and Jessica Frederic
Jennifer Frederick
Lexy Freeman
Brandy Fulton
Yvette Furr
Lillie Petit Gallagher
Tracy Gallagher
Doug and Karen Garland
Ashley and Drew Garrison
Jhouan Gasery
Mike and Marjorie Gaudet
Pam Gaudet Comeaux
Pete Gautrea
D’Shay Giambrone
Walda Gibbs
Hope Gibson
Carl Giese and Maria Garcia-Giese
Thomas Gilbert
Scott and Laurie Ginn
Beryl and Kenneth Glaser
Ruthie Golden
Teresa Gomez
Daniel and Christina Grantham
Marjorie Ann Green
Dr. and Mrs. Craig Greene
Jeremy Gremillion
Deborah Griffin
G. Lee and Barrie Griffin
Colt Guidry
Chris Guillery
Karah Guillory
Under $250, cont.

Steve Gullotto
Debbie Guthrie
Laura Guzzardo
Dwight Gwin
Genette Haggie
Jamie Hall
Bonnie Hano
Cati Hardy
Tommy Harrell
Bobby Harris
Chad Harris
Missy Harris
Aven Harrison
Jessica and Matthew Hawkins
Tiffany and Kevin Hawkins
Brooklyn Haydel
Shaynna Hayes
Sylvia Hayes
Chad Hayward
Alexis and Trent Hebert
Debra Hebert
Mark Hebert
Nicholas Hebert
Alison Heilesen
Gil Heintze
Channing Heinz
Jonathan and Hannah Heltz
Jody Heneghan
Erica Henry
Cate Heroman
Evan Herrmann
Joshua Hicks
Jennifer Hill
Gail Hillman
William Holley
Sibal Holt
Christina Hood
Lance Hooper
Robert Hoss
Jack Housley
Maron Housley
Zephariah Howard
Stacey Howell
Donovan and Rose Hudson
Malikah Hudson
Tim Hudson
Pervin and Tracy Hunt
Valencia Hunt
Don Hutchinson
Mallory Jackson
Patricia Jackson
Tonya Jackson
Kenny and Debbie James
Wanda James
Charles Jantzi
Cody and Stefanie Jarreau
Nancy Jarreau
Stephanie Jarreau
Dawn Jason
Brianna Jeansonne
Jacqueline Jefferson
Elaine Jenkins
JoAnn Jensen
Colette Jewell
Gary Joffrion
Helene Joffrion
Dale Johnson
Elliott Johnson
Clay and Cherri Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Matthew Johnson
Melissa Johnson
Richard Johnson
Barrett Johnston
Mary Elizabeth Jolissaint Hart
Eric Jolivette
Jerry and Donna Jolly
Bianca Jones
Lory Jones
Sarah Jones
Meredith Jordan
Benjamin Jumonville
Lee and Gretchen Kantrow
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Kaufman
Amy and Brad Kavanagh
Steve and Kathy Keas
Donna and Chris Keenan
Kody Kelly
Mary Lou Kennedy
Wayne Kent
Kelvin Kenzie
Teresa Kenzie
Ellen and Ronald Kerstetter
Tyrani Key
Miller Killgore
Kevin and Jodi Kimbrell
Christy King
Karla Kiper
Lee Kirby
Bill Kitto
Donna Kline
Corey Knotts and Lauren Michaud Knotts
Under $250, cont.

Julie Krutz  
Pam La Belle  
Chase Labure  
Heidi Lacassin  
Jason LaCombe  
Valerie Lake  
Dillon and Aeda Lamartiniere  
Glen and Kristin Lamonica  
Bobby Landry  
Chelsea Landry  
Dane Landry  
Latecha Landry  
Mike Landry  
Randy Landry  
Travis Landry  
Carolyn Sue Lane  
Drew and Tom Laney  
Katherine Lange  
Amy Langlois  
Eric and Ann Langlois  
Julie and Paul Laperouse  
Kent and Vicki LaPlace  
John Lasseigne  
Brock Latiolais  
Anne Laville  
Theresa and Michael Lawson  
Sarah Leahy  
Gary LeBlanc  
Jean Ann LeBlanc  
Jo and Cleveland Leblanc  
Kim Leblanc  
Nelson LeBlanc  
Charles Lebouef  
John and Ruth LeCompte  
Jeff and Cindy Lee  
Melissa Leger  
Warren Leger  
Tressy Leindecher  
Austin Lejeune  
Dane Lejeune  
Greg Lejeune  
Danna and Faye Lemoine  
Day Lennep  
Sheri Levine  
Billie Levy  
Ken Levy  
Alex Lewis  
Li Li and Jing Jiang  
Lindsey Liles  
Laurie Linehan  
Althea Littles  
AnKara Littles  
Kim Littles  
Sarah and Michael Lloyd  
Don Lobb  
Candace Lorriane  
Edna Lorraine  
Angie and Brett Lyles  
Sydney Magruder  
Ernest and Sandra Major  
Dr. Fatemeh Malekian  
Jimmy Mano  
Gary Manuel  
Gary and Renee Manuel  
John Maranto  
Ray Marchand  
Richard and Leslie Marcus  
Dale Marioneaux  
Blake Marioneaux  
Debra Marks  
Vilma Marks  
Gaylen Martin  
Jason Martin  
Mary Martin  
Robby and Renee Martin  
Carlos Martinez  
Chase Martinez  
Susan Martone  
Sean Matassa  
Jerry and Debbie Matherne  
Leslie Matherne  
Julie Ann Mathies  
Diana Matthews  
Wesley and Miriam Matthews  
Elizabeth Matute  
Dwayne Mays  
Susan McAdams  
Travis McAdams  
Sherry McBeath  
Peggy Mccaa  
Erin McCleary  
Matthew and Cherrie McCleary  
Frances McCord  
Dionne McCurry  
Christina McDaniel  
Wayne McDaniel  
Brady McDuffie Strain  
James McElveen  
Vern McGehee  
Anice McGill  
James and Terri McIlwain  
Gordon and Shannon McKernan  
Ty McMains
Under $250, cont.

Bonnie McMillon
Thomas Mcvae
Cleidimilson Medeiros
August Melancon
Paul and Renee Melancon
Sherry Melara
Christi Mendoza
W.D. Meriwether, Jr.
Colleen Meyers
Erin McKay Meyers
Georgia Michalski
Malcolm Wayne Miley
Bettsie Baker Miller
Ms. Harriet Babin Miller
Hunter Miller
Paul Miller
Terry and Ann Miller
Wesley and Melissa Miller
Jessica Milligan
Larry Milton
Myron Milton
Purvis Milton
Cambri Moeller
Brandi Monjure
Dennis Monjure
JoAnn Monjure
Jody and Mollie Montelaro
Dr. Stan and Mrs. Charlene Montelaro
Audrey Montgomery
David and Dana Moore
Roz Moore
Anthony Moran
Luke and Tannya Moreau
Kent Moreaux
Brittney and Benjamin Morel
Cory and Erica Morgan
Gerry and Vivian Morris
Kenny Mouch
Buck and Janet Moyse III
Samantha Mulanax
Regi Mullens
Jason Munn
Kent and Jeanette Munson
Wesley Munsterman
Nancy Murrill
Olivia Murtagh
Keamara Muse
Wendall Myer
Lance and Sherri Napier
Sandy Naquin
Ina Navarre
Noah Netto
Amy Newsom
Amy Newton
Lethu Nguyen
Nicki and Jimmy Nguyen
Michelle Nichols
Franziska NoackLeSage
April Nobles
Iveson and Judith Noland
Tait Norton
Derrek Oakley
Yolanda Oates
Anthony and Jessica O’Connor
Connie Odonnell
Michael Ogden
Dr. Andy and Mrs. Teresa Olinde
Lee Oubre
John and Ruth Pace
James Palermo
John Palmer
Vikas Pandey
Carla Parent
Samantha Parker
Tatiana and Samir Patel
Bridget Patin
Dylan Patrick
Christopher and Sharon Patterson
Adam Payton
Christopher and Barbara Payton
Dudley Payton
Eric Payton
Meghan and Joseph Peak
Patricia Pearl
Lakinna Pegues
Ophebia Pegues
Rachel Penn
Zachary and Leslie Perkins
William Peters
Molly and Kahn Petite
Trena Pierce
Chip Pierrotti
Bret Pinson
Tommy and Leann Pittenger
Katie Pitzer
Lauren Plauche
Billy Polk
Ericka Poole
Keyona Pope
Paula Pope
Randy and Dawn Pope
Christina Poray
Jim and Amelie Post
Under $250, cont.

Brandi Pourciau
Paris Prater
Danny Prather
Bonnie Pressler
Jennifer Prestride
Teresa and Curtiss Price
Elisha Pridgen
Melissa Prince
Britni and Michael Pritchard
Micky and Marylin Pritchard
Alison Pulliam
Jeremy Rabalais
Susan Rainer
Molly and Robert Rau
Donald Rebstock
Dana Redlich
Shanna Reed
Jeremy Reiser
Jessica Revader
Jeff Rials
Britton Richard
Ragan and Virginia Richard
Bill Rigell
Stephen and Margery Riker
Charles Rivel
Kristi Robicheaux
Kyle Robicheaux
Jason Robin
Martha Rome
Pam and Scott Rose
Randy and Darrelyn Roussel
Michael and Ayan Rubin
Blake Rumore
Carla Brown Rumph
Richelle Runnels
Brad Sagona
Dominik Saia
Lori Salter
Rick Salter
Cynthia Sampey
Grisdelia Sanchez
Tom Sandhal
Charlotte Sanguinetti
Mary Grace Santa Cruz
Elizabeth Sarradet
Lawson Sarradet
Sommer Sasich
Marsha Schexnayder
Sebastian Schexnayder
Adam and Maggie Schilling
Scott and Stacy Schliewe
Madison Schmitt
Tamara Schuit
Charles and Jeannine Shutte
Harvey and Betty Schwartzberg
Rhett Seidenqlanz
Tracy Seill
Shari Sharpens
Lauren Shaw
Larry and Rose Shiver
Trey Sibley
Kade Siears
Errol Sigue
Joseph Simmons and Patricia Day
Greg Simon
Kyle Simon
Meagon and Brian Singeltary
Mike Singletary
Kevin Sinquefield
Lane Sleeper
Bob and Connie Smith
Caroline Smith
Kelly Smith
Mark and Patricia Smith
Parrish Smith
Tammy Smith
Joshua Son
Joe South
Ambridel Spain
John and Linda Spain
Mark Sparacino
Eddie Spencer
William Spier
Mark and Kristen Spring
Madeline Spustek
Jacques and Paige Stafford
Edmund and Terrie Sterling
Ericka Sterling
Shelia Sterling
Kendall Stewart
Will and Mary Claire Stickle
Barbara Stricklin
Jamie Taylor
Joel Thames
Matthew Theunissen
Morgan Thibeau
Caroline Thibodeaux
Dawn Thibodeaux
Keith Thibodeaux
Kirby Thibodeaux
Ronald Thibodeaux and Barbara Masci
Ashanti Thomas
Colby Thompson
Travis Thompson
Under $250, cont.

Robin Thornton
Nal Tlhapane
Julie Tota
Julie Touchet
Delle Toups
Marla Toups
Natalie Toups
Sandra Trammell
Denise Tucker
Wayne Tucker
Debbie Underwood
Stephanie Underwood
Todd Van Norden
Jack Vaughan
Michelle Vaughn
Celeste Viator
Frank and Roberta Vicari
Kim Viccellio
Louie Vieleo
Troy Villa
Martin and Pam Vutera
Rodney Wagley
Lynsey Waguespack
Curtis Walker
Joni Walker
Monica and Lance Walker
Elizabeth Wallace
Saundra Wallace
Brian and Lynn Waters
Tom and Joyce Waters
Jared Watson
Joshua Watson
Kevin Watts
Wes Watts
Brooks Webre
Tara and David Weinstein
Rebekka Weisflog
Julie Wessinger
Cobby Wheat
Joey Wheat
Neil Whitam
Brandon White
Brittany Whithurst
Mary Whitfield
Ariel Whitmore
Kenneth Whittle
John Whitworth
Gloria Wiley
Kathy Wilkinson
Kyle Wilkinson
Laurie Wilkinson
Jennifer Williams
Kay Willis
Beau and Emily Wolfe
Trey and Melanie Wood
Keaira Woodard
Stacy Wormser
Reno Young
Virginia Young
Ileanna Zaballa
Chris and Toni Zeringue
Michael and Karen Zobrist
Callie Zumo

CORPORATE DONORS

$25,000 and above

EXCEL

Huey and Angelina Wilson Foundation
Irene W. and C.B. Pennington Foundation

$10,000 to $24,499

ACP Foundation
Entergy Louisiana
Guaranty Income Life Insurance Company*
Kuvare Holdings*
The Lozick Family Foundation
Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center
The Andreeff Foundation
Triad Electric and Controls, A Newton Group Company

$5,000 to $9,999

Albemarle Foundation
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana
BP North America, Inc.
The Brent P. Leblanc Fund*
Cox Communications
Iberiabank
Jones Walker
Junior League of Baton Rouge
Lee Michaels Fine Jewelry
Lipsey's
LUBA Workers' Comp
Price LeBlanc Toyota/Lexus Fund*
Red River Bank
Regions Bank
Unum

$2,500 to $4,999

Baton Rouge Clinic
BXS Insurance
Capital Area United Way
Faulk & Winkler

*includes soft credit
$2,500 to $4,999, cont.
Franciscan Missionaries of our Lady University
McGlinchey Stafford
Postlethwaite & Netterville
RJ’s Transportation, LLC
Sertoma Club of Baton Rouge, Inc.
Taylor Porter
The Lemoine Company
Union Pacific

$1,000 to $2,499
Action Rehab and Supply, Inc.
Apple Guerin Company
Baton Rouge Area Foundation
Benny’s Car Wash
Delta Zeta Sorority, Sigma Chapter
Flow Iron Services, Inc.
General Informatics
GMFS Mortgage
Group Insurance, Inc.
Guaranty Broadcasting
Hancock Whitney Bank
ISC Constructors
Jerome S. and Grace H. Murray Foundation
K&F Restaurant Holdings
Louisiana Dealer Services Insurance, Inc.
MEDDATA/MEDTRON
MHS Global
Milton J. Womack, Inc.
New Schools for Baton Rouge
Performance Contractors
Prime Occupational Medicine
REV Broadband
Ritter Maher Architects
TBT Industries
The Dunham School
The Foust Group
The Moran Group
The Pangburn Group Fund
Two Men and a Truck
United Way of Midland County, Michigan
WBRZ-TV

$500 to $999
Angelo Farrell Construction
AOS
Ascension Parish Tourism Commission
Bayou State Rabbit Hunters Federation
Clean Harbors
Cornerstone Governmental Affairs
Diversified Healthcare, LLC
Eskew Dumez Ripple
ExxonMobil Foundation
Goodwood Consulting
HighFlyer
HR Solutions
Kean Miller
Kendra Scott Jewelry - Baton Rouge
Kent Environmental
KRC Construction
Louisiana Association of United Ways
Louisiana Lottery
Placid Refining Company

$250 to $499
Brightbox Signs and Service, LLC
Cain’s Pipeline & Industrial Services
Cajun Foam
Chick-fil-A
Fig and Dove
Ironwood Investment Advisers, LLC
J&S Automotive Paint and Body
JEL Electricals
Louisiana Art and Science Museum
LSU Foundation
Mike Cazes Campaign
Spustek Farms
The First Bank
Tri-Parish Contractors

Under $250
Atomic Burger
Bergeron Trucking
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina
By Design Interiors*
CDCl, Inc.
Champion Graphic Communications
Community Bag Program
Country Club of Louisiana
Dr. Bruno Joseph Savoia, LLC
Episcopal School Of BR Parent’s Guild
Green House Salad Co.
Imange, Inc.
Izzo’s
Knock Knock Children’s Museum
Lawrence Gettys Professional Law Co.
M&M Interiors
Parlagne Plantation
Sabel Steel Service
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Sterling Associates
Varsity Sports
Wells Fargo Advisors

*includes soft credit
GRANTS
Anonymous
Capital Area United Way
Cox Charities
E.J. and Marjory B. Ourso Family Foundation
Game Time Foundation
Fore!Kids Foundation - Zurich Classic
Huey and Angelina Wilson Foundation
Louisiana Healthcare Connections
New Schools for Baton Rouge
Regions Bank
Rotary Club of Baton Rouge Foundation
The Gustaf F. McIlhenny Foundation
The William Edwin Montan Trust
Thomas J. Moran Family Foundation
Union Pacific
Unum
Walmart Foundation
Whole Kids Foundation

IN-KIND SUPPORT
Bieber Farms Crawfish
Benny’s Car Wash
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Louisiana
Moonie and Angie Bergeron
Bergeron’s Boudin and Cajun Meats
Eatel
Faulk & Meek
General Informatics
Hannis T. Bourgeois
Hunton Andrews Kurth
It Takes a Village
Jenny Claire Creates
Kendra Scott Jewelry - Baton Rouge
LABI
LA Key Academy
Lamar Advertising
MEDDATA/MEDTRON
Pediatric Dental Specialists
Postlewaite and Netterville
Chip and Sandi Robinson
Robinson Brothers Ford Lincoln
Rockit Science
Ruffino’s Restaurant

FRIENDS OF EMERGE
Monthly Giving Program
Alyse Amond
Ricky Bishop
Daniel and Katie Brown
Dr. Doze Butler
Steven and Katie Cheatham
Jimmy and Zelma Frederick
Ashley and Drew Garrison
Karen Jones
Pam La Belle
Michael and Theresa Lawson
Cindy and Jeff Lee
Luke and Renee Mixon
Tommy and Leann Pittenger
Jimmy Smith
Monica Spustek
Daniel Strecker
Nal Thapane

EMPLOYEE GIVING
Kelsey Albert
Alyse Amond
Addie Andrus
Tia Ayo
Jordan Barbay
Victoria Bergeron
Lakeia Bibbins
Leigh Bozard
LaBria Brumfield
Sarah Brunet
Kayla Buchardt
Gabrielle Burns
Brittney Cappiello
Elizabeth Casey
Meredith Clark
Chelsea Coon
Kasey Daniels
Brittany Dempsey
Missy Devillier
Madison Douglass
Megan Erickson
Phillip Espinoza
Kylie Foley
Yvette Furr
Hope Gibson
Karah Guilory
Laura Guzzardo
Brooklyn Haydell
Alexis Hebert
Jessica Houte
EMPLOYEE GIVING, cont.
Mallory Jackson
Dawn Jason
Christie Jewell
Bianca Jones
Shelton Jones
Miller Kilgore
Jacqueline Lackings
Chelsea Landry
Melissa Leger
Angie Lyles
Brandi Monjure
Audrey Montgomery
Lethu Nguyen
Franziska NoackLeSage
Laura Owen
Leslie Perkins
William Peters
Mary Grace Santa Cruz
Lauren Shaw
Nicole Sicomo
Ambriel Spain
Madeline Spustek
Paige Stafford
Nicole Stockstill
Brady Strain
Natalie Toups
Suzanne Trahan
Elizabeth Wallace
Rebekka Weisflog
Kay Willis
Melanie Wood
Callie Zumo

Tribute Gifts

In honor of
Alyse Amond
Kristen Amond and Nancia Sterling

Tia Ayo
Kristen Amond and Nancia Sterling

Jordan Barbay
Troy Villa

Leo and Madeline Berggreen
Susan Rainer

Avery Blaize
Charles and Marci Blaize
Missy Harris
Amy Newsom

Marvin Borgmeyer
Donna and Chris Keenan

Mary Catherine Carr
Frederic and Susan Billings
Richard Johnson

Adan Carter
Josselin and Aaron Carter

Elizabeth Casey
Connie O’Donnell

Jack and Parker Connison
Charles Rivel

Caleb Doll
Danielle Doll

Madison Douglass
Stuart and Erin Douglass

The Emerge Staff
Linda Brown
Lauren Michaud Knotts

Hatcher Garland
Doug and Karen Garland

DeAndre "Deuce" Hayes
Shaynna Hayes

Trisha Henderson
Anonymous

Dr. Charlotte Hollman
Frank and Roberta Vicari

Hayes Howell
Dr. Harry and Eugenie Burglass
Zed and Rachel Howell

Michael Hunt
Valencia Hunt

Cherri and Clay Johnson
Billie Levy
TRIBUTE GIFTS, cont.

In honor of

Melissa Juneau
Mary Terrell Joseph

Miller Kilgore
The 2020 OT Team at Emerge

Richard P. Marcus
Jack and Susan Dampf

Charles A. Mixon
Danna and Faye Lemoine

Jackson Mulkey
Lenny and Melissa Samuel

Elizabeth Patterson
Christopher and Sharon Patterson

J.P. Perrault
Matthew and Melissa Juneau

Easton Petite
Dean and Mary Jo Chaisson
Lauren Plauche

Robert Pettit
Matthew and Melissa Juneau

Micah Pritchard
Micky and Marylin Pritchard

Brianna Samuel
Lenny and Melissa Samuel

The Scanlan Family
Marsha Schexnayder

Benjamin Schexnayder
Verge and Cheri Ausberry

Austin Simoneaux
Dennis Simoneaux

Parker Singletary
Stacie Singletary

The Corky Smith Family
Katelyn Atwood

Carter Washington Smith
Georgia Brown
Sophia Chua-Rubenfeld
Kristen Coppock
Tyler Eason
Jeff and Cindy Lee
Day Lennep
A.B. Puckett
Lindsay and Corky Smith
Jeff Smith
Kyle Wilkinson
Laurie Wilkinson
Kenny Wilkinson
Kathy Wilkinson

Meg Sprunger
Dan Huffman and Janna Oetting

Madeline Spustek
Monica Spustek

Erich Sternberg
Unum

Katie Sternberg
Stacey Howell
Stephen and Margery Riker
Erik Showalter

Cole Thibodeaux
Goodwood Consulting

Christopher Waguespack
AOS
Nicholas and Julie Danna IV
Cat Hardy
Kelly Field
Mark and Kristen Spring
Stephen and Colleen Waguespack
Gloria Wiley

Colleen Waguespack
Sheryl and Michael Ranatza

Robert Waguespack
Gloria Wiley

Davis Wolfe
Beau and Emily Wolfe

Bradley Wormser
Richard and Leslie Marcus
In memory of

John Bowman
JoAnn Monjure

Winnie Byrd
John G. Turner and Jerry G. Fischer

Shirlene Theriot Cooper
Kevin and Catherine Katzenmeyer

Gloria and Don McAdams
Susan McAdams

Jason Oetting
Dan Huffman and Janna Oetting

Andre Perrault
Joseph and Anna Perrault

Kenneth W. Pilgrim
Angela and William White

Dee Dee Reilly
John and Sissy Bateman
Baton Rouge Area Foundation
Justin Berman
Mary Helen Burns
John Burns
Lisa Campbell
Beverly Coates
Cathy Coates
Camille Coates
Joan Covert
Thomas Dalessio
Linda and John Davies
Ryann Denham
Bridger and Merrill Faye Eglin
Episcopal School Of BR Parent’s Guild
Eskew Dumez Ripple
G. Lee and Barrie Griffin
Jerry and Donna Jolly
Mary Terrell Joseph
Charles and Elise Kaufman
Kean Miller
Dr. Kay Kirkpatrick
Luke and Kathryn Kissam
Berta Laney
Drew and Tom Laney
Katherine Lange
Sheri Levine
Louisiana Art and Science Museum
LSU Foundation

Lisa Manning
Carolyn Martin
Carolyn Martin
James McIlwain
Ty McMains
Jim and Adrienne Moore
Iveson and Judith Noland
REV Broadband
Carla Brown Rumph
John and Linda Spain
Brian and Lynn Waters
Virginia Young

Mackie Robinson
Gray and Suzanne Sexton

Ryan Sessums
Jo and Cleveland Leblanc

Kevin Briggs Tabor
Anonymous
Heather Bellanger
Champion Graphic Communications
Janet FaKouri
Beryl and Kenneth Glaser
Sherry McBeath
Paul and Renee Melancon
Erin McKay Meyers
Katie Pitzer
Bill Rigell
Dona and Kent Robicheaux
Sable Steel Service

Sue Turner
John G. Turner and Jerry G. Fischer